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Abstract

The paper proposes to view natural language
as a representational language. It discusses
a number of highly desirable representational
and inferential characteristics unique to natural
language. They include: great expressiveness
combined with computational tractability, rich
structure, exploitation of logical contradiction
and logical redundancy, inherent underspeci-
ficity and context-dependency, and facilitating
learning.

1 Introduction

In the course of our research and development, we have
reached a conclusion stated as the following conjecture:

1.1 Natural Language Is A Representational
Language

Natural language is a powerful representational lan-
guage, particularly suitable for representing and utiliz-
ing knowledge in not well formalized domains. It has
its own representational and inferential mechanisms that
are dramatically different from any existing automated
reasoning and knowledge representation (KR,) system:

1. Natural language is very expressive and computa-
tionally very tractable. The sources of its tractabil-
ity are:

(a) A rich structure
(b) A well-defined, close correspondence between

syntactic structure of sentences and their frag-
ments and the semantic relations such as en-
tailment, consistency and inconsistency among
them.

2. Natural language is highly structured. Complex
Boolean expressions involving explicit negations,
conjunctions and disjunctions as well as adjectival
and adverbial modifications appear at all syntac-
tic levels, including sentential (propositional) level.
Such complex expressions license systematic infer-
ences whose computation involves a compositional
semantic relation of entailment between simple and
complex expressions.

3. Natural language is general-purpose, which com-
bined with its great expressiveness, allows one to
achieve a uniformity of representation and reason-
ing, and therefore a simple and powerful computer
system (brain ?) architecture. The same represen-
tational and inferential mechanism is capable of tax-
onomic, temporal and some aspects of geographic
reasoning.

4. Verbal and non-verbal (visual, sensory etc) informa-
tion can be combined at the level of natural lan-
guage. Each non-verbal information (knowledge)
can be represented as a natural language utterance.

5. In natural language, logical contradiction and log-
ical redundancy play" a central role. They serve as
means of identi~,ing knowledge gaps and false be-
liefs and as means to convey systematic non-literal
meanings.

6. Natural language is inherently underspecified and
context-dependent, which largely reflects the na-
ture of human knowledge and the process of human
knowledge acquisition.

7. Natural language greatly facilitates learning and
knowledge acquisition by providing expressive and
tractable mechanism for forming hypotheses and re-
ducing hypothesis search space.

8. Natural language does not distinguish object-level
and meta-level descriptions. As such, it necessarily
involves paradoxes.
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1.2 Representational and Inferential Strengths
and Weaknesses of Natural Language Need
to Be Intensively Studied

We view natural language as an extremely intriguing,
still fairly unknown, formal representational language
whose representational and inferential strengths and
weaknesses need to be further intensively studied. A
number of computational characteristics of natural lan-
guage are very attractive, but puzzling. For example, the
"very expressive and very tractable" characteristic is in
the direct contradiction with the theory of computation.

We argue that natural language should be in-depth
compared with the existing and still-to-be-developed KR
systems with respect to their advantages for representing
and utilizing different types of knowledge. We are inter-
ested in identifying both the representationally desirable
and undesirable characteristics of natural language.

In this paper, we elaborate on the representational and
reasoning strengths of natural language. However, natu-
ral language as a representational language also exhibits
a number of weaknesses, including widely acknowledged
inappropriateness of the representation of and reason-
ing about visual information and computing complex
constraints on arbitrary partial orderings. We believe
that designers of KR systems should strive at simulating
the desirable characteristics and make their KP~ systems
closely resemble natural language. In this case, "intelli-
gent" is equivalent to something like "at least as good as
humans". In the case of the undesirable characteristics
of natural language, designers of KR systems should shy
away from natural language. In this case, "intelligent"
is equivalent to something like "better than humans".

1.3 Representation of Meaning of Natural
Language Does Not Necessarily Involve
Some Automated Reasoning or KR System

We reject the notion that the representation of meaning
of natural language must necessarily involve some formal
reasoning or KP~ system. We believe that an answer to
tile question whether the representation of natural lan-
guage should involve some KR system depends entirely
on two things:

1. The results of an in-depth comparison of the re-
spective advantages of KR systems and natural lan-
guage,

2. The task to be accomplished by a computer system
utilizing natural language input.

The representation of meaning of natural language
should involve some KR system if and only if this sys-
tem offers some representational or reasoning advantages
over natural language.

So far, our own model of natural language that cap-
tures many of the desirable representational character-
istics of natural language that we have identified does
not involve any existing formal reasoning or KR system.
Different types of knowledge, including taxonomic, tem-
poral and certain types of geographic knowledge, are all

handled by natural language inherent representational
and inferential mechanisms. We argued elsewhere, and
will restate some of those arguments here, that with re-
spect to a number of important representational and rea-
soning characteristics, all KR systems have been aware of
are desperately behind the expressiveness and tractabil-
ity of natural language, i.e., they are capable of strictly
less than natural language.

1.4 Knowledge Representation for Natural
Language Processing: Useless And Useful

Our own experience with utilizing KR research and de-
velopment not directly motivated by natural language
for the purpose of naturM language processing is very
discouraging. First, KR systems that are only loosely
motivated by natural language or not motivated by nat-
ural language at all, a vast majority of KI~ systems, are
very different from it. When judged from the point of
view of natural language, many are simply wrong and
virtually always weaker. Second, very few formal KI~
approaches discuss real-life or even substantial plausible,
artificial data that motivate and ultimately test their
theories. It makes it extremely difficult to conclude if
these systems capture some aspect of reality and how
good of a job they do.

However, precisely because so many KR systems are
not concerned with natural language, they sometimes
reveal weaknesses of natural language. Being different
from natural language could mean better. Such different,
but better, than natural language Klt systems constitute
a representational alternative to natural language.

1.5 Natural Language Understanding as
Knowledge Acquisition

1.5.1 Natural Language for Gaining And
Repairing Knowledge

We believe that the main role of natural language is
to accumulate, repair and communicate knowledge. We
view natural language understanding as the process of
acquiring knowledge conveyed by natural language ut-
terances and updating one’s existing knowledge with this
new knowledge. This process is always relative to one’s
existing knowledge, which constitutes one part of con-
text. Our formal, computational framework to natural
language processing reflects this view.

1.5.2 Standm-d Linguistic Notions Need
Revision

Viewing natural language understanding as knowledge
update calls for revision of some standard linguistic no-
tions. One such notion is speaker-only-based concept of
meaning of natural language, which we believe should be
changed to speaker-and-hearer-based concept, situated
in a context. We argue that a number of types of nonlit-
eral meanings, including meaning resulting from implica-
ture, provides a piece of evidence for meaning of natural
language utterances to be speaker-and-hearer-based con-
cept. What speaker intends to convey and what hearer
actually understands are both equally important aspects
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With No Explicit or Implicit Context Entailed Sentences Reflect
Literal Meaning of Single Sentence Knowledge Gained from Understanding

Is Knowledge Sentence Literal Meaning

Every student works hard Every student works
Every smart student works hard
Every smart student works
Every extremely smart student works
Every not very happy student works

Some very smart students don’t work Some smart students don~t work
Some smart students don’t work hard
Some students don’t work hard
Some students don’t work

Some, but not many, people work Some people work
Not many people work
Not very many people work

He is extremely happy He is very happy
He is happy
He is not very unhappy
He is not very sad

John doesn’t walk John doesn’t walk fast
John doesn’t walk very fast
John doesn’t walk his dog
John doesn’t walk late at night
John or Mary doesn’t walk
John or Mary doesn’t walk fast

I love it I like it
I don’t hate it
I don’t hate it very much

Table 1: In the absence of any explicit or implicit context, single sentences shown in the first column represent
knowledge that corresponds to their universally shared literal ("purely" semantic) meaning. These sentences entail
an infinite number of sentences, including the sentences shown in the corresponding second column. The entailed
sentcnces reflect the knowledge gained solely from understanding literal meaning.

of meaning that collectively characterize "the meaning"
of an utterance.

Similarly, we do not consider speaker’s intention a nec-
essary condition of non-literal meaning. Hearers often
correctly and incorrectly derive some information, a par-
ticular aspect of meaning, that was not intended by the
speaker. If we assumed the standard notion of meaning
as speaker-only concept, then we would have to invent
a new name and computational mechanism for the cases
we believe to be quite common when a speaker uninten-
tionally implicates something, and the hearer’s updated
knowledge exactly corresponds to the knowledge when
implication is intended. It appears to us that unintended
implicatures are as common as the indented ones, which
additionally argues for the meaning to be speaker-and-
hearer-based concept, and not speaker-only-based con-
cept.

There are some important formal and practical con-
sequences of these theoretical revisions. For example,
a formal computational theory based on such revised

notions leaves open a possibility that for the same ut-
terance, a speaker and hearer may arrive at (compute)
entirely different meanings, including contrary, contra-
dictory and totally orthogonal meanings. We believe
that this approach matches well the reality of natural
language human communication.

1.5.3 Literal Meaning of Natural Language

We equate literal meaning of a natural language sen-
tence with knowledge that every native speaker is capa-
ble of deriving from this sentence in the absence of any
explicit or implicit context. This knowledge can be char-
acterized by the type of questions that a native speaker
can correctly answer based solely on the understanding
of the sentence. Inferences that result from understand-
ing literal meaning .appear effortless and are universally
shared by all nativ@ speakers. These inferences can be
characterized and explained in terms of the mathemat-
ical and computational aspects of "pure" semantics of
natural language. The sources of the universally shared
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literal meanings are semantics, mathematics and com-
putability of

i. Generalized quantifiers,

2. Adjectival and adverbial modification,

3. Boolean modification (negation, disjunction, con-
junction) at all syntactic levels,

4. Underspecificity of lexically simple scalars.

Table 1 contains some examples of inferences whose
source is universally shared literal meaning of natural
language1. We are not aware of any other sources of the
universally shared literal meanings.

1.5.4 Nonliteral Meaning of Natural Language

We equate non-literal meaning of a natural language
sentence with an explicit or implicit context-dependent
knowledge that every native speaker is potentially capa-
ble of deriving from this sentence, but depending on a
particular context, may or may not derive it or even at-
tempt to derive it. Many types of nonliteral meaning re-
sults from exploiting logical redundancy and logical con-
tradiction as well as from context-provided specificity.
We will discuss some of the non-literal meanings later in
Section 8.

1.6 Conjecture Validation

1.6.1 Research And Develop

Our up-to-date research and development constitute a
validation of the "Natural language is a representational
language" conjecture stated in Section 1.1. One of our
most difficult struggles is to strike a balance between:

1. An in-depth, necessarily theory-and-idealization-
heavy research investigating a particular unad-
dressed or an unsatisfactorily addressed aspect of
natural language.

2. A quantitative and qualitative performance of our
natural language processing (NLP) system on 
large volume, several hundreds and in some cases
thousands, of real-life textual documents, necessar-
ily involving ad-hoc, haek-and-pretend-it-is-solved
engineering solutions.

Section 2 briefly discusses the history of our model
and its implementation and elaborates on the research
problems we have addressed and on the scope of their
implementation.

1.6.2 Prove or Not to Prove, How ?
Our other most serious difficulty in attempting to val-

idate tile conjecture stems from the fact that it is not
always clear to us what can or even should be proven
about natural language and therefore about our model

1Earlier we have characterized such inferences as logical
and context independent. We revise this characterization to
inferences that follow in the absence of any explicit or implicit
context.

simulating natural language. Some aspects of our val-
idation are all-familiar, lengthy, formal proofs. For ex-
ample, we have proven that the data structures and the
operations of our model of natural language motivated
by the syntax and semantics of natural language have
Boolean set-theoretic and interval-theoretic semantics.

The soundness of the inference in our model is not
proven, but it can be easily done. However, we have
not only not shown the completeness of the inference,
but we hesitate to consider completeness as a desirable
formal characteristics, given that it is unknown if natural
language itself is complete, or worse, if the notion of
completeness even applies to natural language.

This paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly discusses our UNO model of natural

language and its implementation;
Sections 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 discuss highly de-

sirable representational and inferential characteristics of
natural language that we have identified and provides ex-
amples with some further technical details of our model
that allow us to capture these characteristics.



2 UNO Model of Natural Language

Our formal computational model of natural language,
the UNO model, offers a solid computational and math-
ematical framework in tact with linguistic theories. Up-
dating knowledge base and automated inferencing is
done by the same semantically clean computational
mechanism of performing Boolean operations on the rep-
resentation of natural language input and the represen-
tation of previously obtained information (knowledge)
stored in the knowledge base.

The UNO model closely mimics the representation and
reasoning inherent in natural language because its trans-
lation procedure, data structures of the representation,
and inference engine are motivated by the semantics,
pragmatics and context-dependency of naturM language.

One payoff of this close correspondence to natural lan-
guage is the capability of automatically creating knowl-
edge bases from textual documents2.

2.1 Research Problems Motivating the Model

2.1.1 Formal Theories And Implementation

We have developed the UNO model of natural lan-
guage as the result of researching the following indepen-
dent, yet closely related, problems:

1. A General Semantic Model of Negation in
Natural Language: Representation and In-
ference
Representation and inference for natural lan-
guage sentences and tiny texts involving explicit
negation at different syntactic levels; account-
ing for the complex interaction between negation
and conjunction, disjunction, generalized quanti-
tiers, adjectival and adverbial modification, for-
malization of scalar expressions [Iwafiska, 1992a]
[Iwafiska, 1992b] [Iwafiska, 1993].

2. Natural (Language) Temporal Logic: Rea-
soning about Absolute and Relative Time

Extracting temporal expressions, explicit expres-
sions of different syntactic categories that are refer-
ences to or descriptions of time, from a large volume
of newspaper articles, representation and inference,
handling time-related queries [Iwafiska, 1996].

3. Semantics, Pragmatics and Context of Inten-
sional Negative Adjectives

Semantics, pragmatics and context of intensional
negative adjectives alleged, artificial, false, fake,
former and toy: formalization, representation and
inference for context-dependent types created via
such adjectives, inferring and computing context-
dependent concept (type) definitions, computing
concept complements, disjunctions and conjunc-
tions, [IwaIiska, 1997].

2Needless to say, limited by the subset of English covered
by the model.

2.1.2 Weak Methods- Engineering Solutions
We have developed a number of so-called weak meth-

ods and provided engineering solutions to the following
problems:

1. Automated Processing of Narratives Written
by 6-12 Grade Students

Preferential sentence-level parsing, extracting
prepositional phrases [Iwafiska, 1989].

2. Discourse Processing
Computing certain common types of discourse
structures for a large volume of newspaper articles
[Iwafiska, 1991] [Iwafiska et al., 1991].

3. Extracting names, numbers, locations, nu-
meric dates and numeric values for a large
volume of newspaper articles
These are the named entity tasks of the
SLxth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6)
[Iwafiska et al., 1995].

2.2 Some Technical Aspects

Sentences asserting properties of individuals and sets of
individuals, sentences describing subtyping relations as
well as sentences that are extensional and intensional
type (concept) definitions such as:

1. "John is a neither good nor hard-working nurse"

2. "John is likely, but not very likely, to be HIV-positivd’

3. "It is very unlikely that it happened shortly before or
after the meeting"

4. ’It happened, but not long before the meeting",

5. "Not many students did well"

6. "Dobermans, poodles and terriers are dogs"

7. "Elephant- a huge, thick-skinned, mammal with very few
hairs, with a long, flexible snout, and two ivory tusks"

are uniformly represented by the following type equa-
tions:
type == { < P1,TPa >, < P~,TP2 >, ..., < Pn,TP,, > }

The left-hand side of such equations, "type", is the
UNO representation of a noun phrase, the largest type,
or the name of a concept; the right-hand side of such
equations is a set of two-element sets:

1. P, a property value, the UNO representation of a
natural language utterance (a sentence fragment or
a sequence of sentences) describing this property;

2. TP, a set of two elements < t,p > representing the
fact that the property value P holds at an absolute
temporal interval t with the probability p. Both t
and p are the UNO representations of natural lan-
guage expressions that describe this temporal and
probabilistic~information.

The UNO model uses automatically or by-hand cre-
ated knowledge bases (KBs) with such type equations
bi-directionally:



1. For answering questions about the properties of a
particular entity or a concept,

2. For matching particular properties against the prop-
erties of an entity or a concept in the system’s KBa.

Natural language utterances are notoriously under-
specified. Some sources of this underspecificity are the
unavailability of certain information, its irrelevancy or
the fact that it is context-supplied. Mimicking natural
language, the UNO representation is also inherently un-
derspecified, or equivalently, partially specified. If a nat-
ural language utterance is underspecified with respect to
temporal or probablistic information, then only property
values are shown.

If a property is known to hold for a single temporal
interval or if the set of temporal intervals over which
the propert holds can be described via a single temporal
expression involving a temporal quantifier, we flatten the
set notation and show the triples < P, t,p > that consist
of property value, temporal interval and probability.

Tile building blocks of the UNO model, serving as
fragments of the representation of property values, tem-
poral intervals and probabilities, are sets [al, a2,..., an]
whose elements ai are terms. These terms are record-
like, graph-like structures that consist of two elements:

1. Head, a type symbol, and

2. Body, a possibly empty list of attribute-value pairs

attribute => value,
where attributes are symbols and values are single
terms or sets of terms.

For example, a complex noun
"sick, very unhappy woman"

involving adverbial and adjectival modification is repre-
sented by ttle singleton term
[ woman(health => sick.

happy => (~o~happy)(degTee => veTy)) 
whose only element has the type "woman" as its head
and two attributes:

1. the attribute "health" with the value
sick
which is a basic type, and

2. the attribute "happ~i’ with the value
(not happy)(de.qree => very)
which itself is a term with the complex type "not
happy/’ as its head, and one attribute "degree" with
the value "verff’.

Semantically, such data structures represent a subtype
of the type corresponding to the head noun. For exam-
ple, the above term represents this subset of individuals

3The UNO representation as presented in some of the
earlier publications had the following form: type --=>
{ P1, P2, ..., Pn } because at that time, we did not account
for the temporal or probabilistic aspects; we used --=>, and
now the ==’ sign, because KBs were used in a single direction
only.

of the type "woman" for which the attribute "health"
has the value "sicl~’ and for which the function "happy"
yields the value "very unhapp~f’.

The Boolean UNO operations of n,H,not simulate
conjunction, disjunction and negation in natural lan-
guage. The intuitively and formally correct results are
guaranteed to hold, which allows the model to faithfully
simulate inferences in natural language. The Boolean
algebra set-theoretic semantics of both the terms and
the operations on terms is formally proven. These effi-
cient Boolean operations take terms as their arguments
and compute the resulting complementary, conjunctive
and disjunctive terms with the set-complement, set-
intersection and set-union semantics.

Efficient computation of arbitrary Boolean expressions
allows the UNO model to compute a number of semantics
relations among terms, including

1. Entailment (and subsumption, its dual) reflecting
set-inclusion,

2. Partial overlap reflecting non-empty
set-intersection,

3. Disjointness reflecting empty set-intersection.

In the UNO model, these semantic relations are the
main vehicle for:

1. Computing consequences of knowledge expressed in
natural language, and therefore for computing an-
swers to various queries of the knowledge base cre-
ated as the result of processing natural language
input,

2. Updating system’s knowledge base,

3. Identifying system’s knowledge gaps and those as-
pects of knowledge that need repair.

2.3 Relation to Other Theories

The Boolean algebra framework of the UNO model,
and particularly its clean, computable set-theoretic
and interval-theoretic semantics, allows one to cap-
ture semantics of different syntactic categories of nat-
ural language. This is because sets and intervals un-
derlie semantics of many syntactic categories: com-
mon nouns, intransitive verbs, and adjectives can be
thought of as denoting sets of persons or objects that
possess properties denoted by the words; adjectives
and adverbs are functions mapping sets of objects
into sets of objects; determiners are functions map-
ping sets of objects into sets of sets of objects, and
the denotations of proper nouns are sets of sets of
objects [Dowry et al., 1981] [Barwise and Cooper, 1981]
[Keenan and Faltz, 19851 [gamin, 1989].

In the UNO model, the same representational and in-
ferential machinery is used as a metalanguage for de-
scribing and prowagating arbitrary Boolean constraints,
including dictionary entries describing morphological
and grammatical constraints.

The UNO data structures are partially specified,
negative constraints are propagated via unification,



and the nonmonotonicity of negation [Pereira, 1987]
is not problematic. In the existing unification-
based approaches, it is not possible to propagate
negative constraints via unification without giving
up partiality of feature structures or without ad-
mitting some unwanted sideeffects into the system
[Kasper and Rounds, 1986] [Moshier and Rounds, 1987]
[Johnson, 1988] [Johnson, 1990]
[Dawar and Vijay-Shanker, 1990] [Carpenter, 1992].

The UNO model shares many computational char-
acteristics with the programming language LIFE
[A’/t-Kaci and Richard Meyer and Peter Van Roy, 1993]
because the efficiently computable calculus that under-
lies LIFE [A’/t-Kaci, 1986] is extended in the UNO model
to handle negation and generalized quantifiers.

Certain aspects of the UNO treatment of scalar ex-
pressions, including compositional computation of com-
plex scalars, resembles somewhat the fuzzy logics lin-
guistic variable approach [Zadeh, 1975], while others
such as Boolean algebra structure are different. For pro-
cessing natural language, our model offers two advan-
tages over fuzzy logic. First, in case of linguistic vari-
able, computing entailment between scalars "very olav’

and "not youn]’ necessarily requires converting these
expressions to specific numbers because, as Zadeh put
it:

Linguistic variable is not entirely qualitative,
but rather it is about numbers.

In the UNO model, inference from "very ol~’ to "not
young" and inference from "no~ man~’ to "not very
man~/’ can be accomplished without involving any num-
bers. This is important because numeric values may not
be available, one may have no basis for arriving at rea-
sonable estimates or specific numbers may be unimpor-
tant.

Some of the linguistic theories that the UNO model
encompasses and extends include:

Montague semantics of natural language
[Montague, 1973] [Dowty et al., 1981],

A Boolean algebra mathematical model of natural lan-
guage [Keenan and Faltz, 1985],

The theory of generalized quantifiers
[Barwise and Cooper, 1981] [Hamm, 1989],

The theory of the pragmatic inference of quantity-
based implicature [Horn, 1972] [Horn, 1989]

The theory of negation in natural language
[Horn, 1989].

2.3.1 Implementation: UNO Natural Language
Processing System

Figure 1 shows modules of the UNO NLP system that
implements the UNO model. Table 2 shows its evolution.
The practical significance of the uniformity of the UNO
natural-language-based representation and inference, is
a simple, flexible, nonsequential architecture of our NLP
system (see Figure 1):

1. Uniform representation for all
All system modules access the knowledge represen-

5O

.

.

tation module and share its uniform representation.

No external specialists
There is no need for external specialists such as
KR systems, taxonomic or temporal reasoners. The
system uniformly represents and reasons with tax-
onomic, temporal and some aspects of geographical
knowledge.

No interfaces translating between incompat-
ible representations
With no external specialists, no external interfaces
to access them are needed, and therefore there is
no need to translate between incompatible repre-
sentations. An NLP system that needs to perform
tasks beyond information extraction and to exhibit
some in-depth processing such as question answer-
ing virtually always calls some external specialists,
typically KR systems. As reported in the literature,
eg. [Palmer et al., 1993], the necessity to translate
between the representation of the NLP system and
such an external specialist is very hard to do and it
tremendously complicates control.
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Year, Place Problem, Project Description Test gz Development Data New Knowledge Bases
Name Modules

1986, UIUC NL interface to machine learning program Selfcollected, simplified real-life: Dictionary
INDUCE: translating English into 10 recorded native speaker descriptions Parser
predicate logic-like representation, of toy trains, transcribed g~ simplified Translator
English morphology, parsing

1987, UIUC Error analysis of English-to-French Standard references on French Dictionary
FRAN translation: same mechanism for handling morphology, grammar, Parser

English & French morphology, parsing selfproduced artificial examples

1988, UIUC Corpus research tool for linguists: Independently collected, real-life: Reader
BILING shallow sententiai parsing, processing PPs, 800 narratives written by bilingual Dictionary

preferential parsing English/Spanish students Parser

1992, UIUC General semantic model of negation in Selfcollected, artificial: Reader Small KBs automatically
UNO natural language: representation, inference, 50 sentences, 3 texts Dictionary generated from NL input,

interaction with conjuction, disjunction, illustrating difficult cases Parser fully reflect literal
generalized quantifiers, adjectival 8z KRM meaning of NL
adverbial modification at all syntactic levels

1994, WSU Temporal reasoning: meaning of explicit Self- 8~ independently collected, real-life: Reader Partial temporal KB’s,
UNO NL references to time temporal expresssions from 300+ articles Dictionary reflect only temporal

in WSJ 8L Tipster corpora, Parser information automatically
selfprodueed, artificial: time-related generated from NL input
queries

1995, WSU Geographic reasoning: semantic hierarchy Self- & independently collected, real-life: Dictionary Large, handcrafted KB:
UNO of geographic knowledge: types, named standard references on geography, Dictionary major geographical info

entities, region containment, 300-3000+ WSJ & Tipster articles, Learning for all countries:
NL-motivated representation & inference selfcollected, artificial: queries related 100+ geogr, types

to region containment 15,000+ geogr, names

1995, WSU Semantics, pragmatics, context of Self- &: independently collected, KRM Toy, semi-automatically
UNO intensional negative adjectives, computing artificial &~ real-life: Learning generated Kl3’s

complements, disjunctions & conjunctions of articles in WSJ & 1994 Time Magazine, illustrating potential
concept definitions own scanned data fun-scale implementation

1996, WSU Discourse structure: weak methods Self- &: independently collected, real-life: DPM
UNO approximating definite anaphora resolution 300+ WSJ &= Tipster articles

Table 2: History of the UNO natural language processing system. The years in the first column indicate the completion of

the implementation, and not the starting point of addressing the problems. The table does not reflect an on-going research
and its implementation. The following abbreviations are used:

DPM = Discourse Processing Module

KRM = Knowledge Representation Module

KB = Knowledge Base

NL = Natural Language

PP = Prepositional Phrase

WSJ = Wall Street Journal

WSU = Wayne State University
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3 Natural Language for Representing

and Reasoning about Sets

3.1 Basic Sets: Lexically Simple Common
Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives

3.1.1 Problem Description

In natural language, lexically simple common nouns,
verbs and adjectives represent basic sets. The
words in these syntactic categories can be thought
of as denoting sets of entities (persons, objects,
events) that possess properties denoted by the
words [Dowty et al., 1981] [Barwise and Cooper, 1981]
[Keenan and Faltz, 1985] [Harem, 1989]. On this view,
the common noun "woman", the verb "walF’ and the ad-
jective "re£’ are sets of entities possessing the "woman",
"walks’ , and "reaP’ property respectively.
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3.1.2 UNO Model
Lexically simple common nouns, verbs and adjectives

are represented by singleton terms whose only elements
are primitive types.

For example, the common noun "woman", the verb
"walk;’, and the adjective "re£’ are represented by the
following singleton terms respectively:

7"1 = [ woman ]
T~ = [ ~,ak ]
7"3 = [red]

3.2 Subsets (Subtypes): Adjectival and
Adverbial Modification

3.2.1 Problem.Description
Natural language provides a generative mechanism to

refer to arbitrary subsets (subtypes) of the basic sets
(types). Adjectival and adverbial modification is a pro-
ductive, universally understood means of referring to ar-



bitrary subsets of sets denoted by lexically simpler ex-
pressions. Adjectives and adverbs are subtyping func-
tions that combine with common nouns,verbs and ad-
jectives and produce complex expressions extensionally
denoting subsets of sets corresponding to the le~cally
simpler expressions.

For example, the common noun "happy woman" refers
to a subset of the set of entities in the extensional de-
notation of the basic type "woman"; the common noun
"very happy woman" is a subset of the set of entities of
the type "woman" as well as a subset of the entities in
tile set referred to as "happy woman".

Similarly, the verb "work hard’ refers to a subset of
entities with the property "work", and "walk fasf’ de-
scribes a subset of entities with the property "walk ".

The set/subset (subtype) relation expressed in natu-
ral language via adjectival and adverbial modification is
universally understood by all native speakers. There is
no cross-speaker variations in the way this relation is
expressed and understood.

Understanding the semantic relation of set/subset is
closely tied to the syntactic structural correspondence
between the expressions referring to a set and its sub-
set. This close correspondence, in which the distinction
between syntax and semantics virtually disappears, is
a vehicle for conveying and understanding a large class
of sentential entailments. Universal understanding of
this type of entailments constitutes one aspect of literal
meaning, as illustrated in Table 1 in Section 1.5.3.
For example, the sentence

"Sam is a very happy woman"
entails tile sentence

"Sam is a woman"
because the set of individuals of the type "very happy
woman" is properly contained in the set of individuals
in the denotation of the type "woman". The sentence

"Sam is a very happy woman"
also entails the sentence

"Sam is a happy woman"
because the type "very happy woman" is a subtype of
the type "happy woman".

3.2.2 UNO Model
Complex common nouns, verbs, and adjectives are

represented by terms with modifiers: their labels are
functions that modifiers stand for, and values are rep-
resentations of the modifiers.
The common noun "happy woman" is represented by the
term

T4 -~ [ woman(happy => happy ]
The noun "very happy woman" is represented by the
term

T5 = [ woman(happy => happy(degree => very ]

The operation V1 computed on these terms is guaranteed
to preserve the subtyping relation between the terms
that correspond to the original English expressions:

T1 V1 T4 = T4, and therefore T4 E T1
Tl VI Ts = Ts, and therefore Ts E_ T1
T4 yl T5 = Ts, and therefore T5 E T4

This efficiently computed type/subtype relation allows
the system to compute the corresponding sentential en-
tailments.

The complex verb "walk fasf’ is represented by the
term

Te = [ ~aZk(sp~d => /a~) 
The subtype relation between the set referred to by "walk
fasf’ and the set referred to by "waltd’ is guaranteed to
be preserved:

T2 v1 T6 = T6, and therefore T6 U T2
Establishing this relation allows the UNO system to com-
pute the relation of entailment between the sentences
involving these expressions:

"John walks fasf’
"John walks".

3.2.3 Set-Complement, Set-Intersectlon,
Set-Unlon: Negation, Conjunction,
Disjunction

3.2.4 Problem Description
In natural language, set complements, set intersections

and set unions of the denotations of simple and complex
common nouns, verbs and adjectives are compositionally
derived via explicit negations, conjunctions and disjunc-
tions. Boolean connectives "nor’, "and’ and "or are
category-preserving functions that take arbitrarily com-
plex expressions of these syntactic, set-theoretic cate-
gories as their arguments and generate complex proper-
ties (set descriptions) with the set-theoretic semantics.

Understanding semantic relations such as entailment
(set-containment), partial overlap (non-empty intersec-
tion) and disjointness (empty intersection) between com-
plex and simpler properties is universally shared. This
is responsible for the universally shared class of entail-
ments and interpretations between natural language sen-
tences involving simpler and composite properties. Un-
derstanding this type of entailments and interpretations
constitutes another aspect of literal meaning, as illus-
trated in Table 1. Both "positive" (without any explicit
negative) and "negative" (with explicit negative) sen-
tences entail an infinite number of sentences.

Conjunction

For example, the complex common noun "profes-
sor and mother’ is a complex property obtained via
an explicit conjunction of the nouns "professo#’ and
"mothe#’. This composite common noun, a property,
describes a set whose denotation is the intersection of
the denotations of the types "professo?’ and "mothe?’.

Conjunctive properties result in the entailment rela-
tion between sentences with the composite conjunctive
property and sentences with simpler properties consist-
ing of some subset of the composite conjuncts.

For example, if it is the case that
"Sam is a professor and molhe.?’

then it automatically follows that
"Sam is a professor’

and that
"Sam is a mother’.
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The common noun "healthy and happy woman" is a
complex common noun, a property which involves an ad-
jectival modification of the common noun "woman" with
the complex adjective "healthy and happy"; this adjec-
tive is obtained via an explicit conjunction of the adjec-
tives "healthy" and "happy". This composite property
describes a set of entities of the type "woman" whose
denotation is the intersection of the sets "healthy and
happy" and "woman".

Like in the case of common nouns, conjunctive adjec-
tival properties result in the entailment relation between
sentences with the composite conjunctive property and
sentences with simpler properties consisting of some sub-
set of tile composite conjuncts.

For example, if it is the case that
"Sam is a healthy and happy woman"

then it is automatically the case that
"Sam is a healthy woman"

and that
"Sam is a happy woman".

Negation

The common noun "not Cvery happy woman)" is a
composite property involving explicit negation of a com-
plex common noun "very happy woman"; this noun is
obtained via an adjectival modification of the common
noun "woman" with the adjective "very happy", itself a
complex adjective obtained via an adverbial modification
with the adverb "very" of the adjective "happy". This
composite property describes a set whose denotation is
a set-complement of the set referred to as "very happy
worn.an" and includes the following sets:

1. Entities with the "not woman" property, a complex
property created via explicit negation,

2. Entities with the "(not happy) woman" property,

3. Entities with the "(not very) happy woman" prop-
erty.

The phrase "a not very happy woman" may be used
to refer to entities whose types are consistent with the
above sets:

1. This entity may be of the type "man", consistent
with the type "not woman",

2. It may be of the type "woman that is not happy",
i.e., the type "(not happy) woman", and

3. It may be of the type "woman tha~ is happy, but
not very happy", i.e., the type "(not very) happy
won~an" .

The sentence "Sam is not a woman" entails the sen-
tence "Sam is not a very happy -woman" because "not
woman" entails "not very happy woman".

The sentence "John doesn’t walk~’ entails the sentence
"John doesn’t walk very fasf’ because the verb phrase
"doesn’t walks’ entails the verb phrase "doesn’~ walk very
fasf’ .

Disjunction

The noun "dog or large car’ refers to a disjunctive
type. It is entailed by the types "doff’ and "ear’. Con-
sequently the sentence

"It must have been a dog"
entails the sentence

"It must have been a dog or large eat".

3.2.5 UNO Model
The representation is compositionally derived via the

Boolean operations. The entailments are guaranteed to
hold. The common noun "healthy and happy woman" is
represented by the term

[ woman(health => healthy,
happy => happy) 

The common noun "not very happy woman" is repre-
sented by the term

not [ woman(happy => happy(degree => very)) 
This term is equivalent to the three-element term

-l~otwoman~

woman(happy => not happy),

worn.an(happy => happy(degree => not very))]
This equivalence is established by computing the op-
eration of not on the term representing "very happy
woman". The elements of this complement tern corre-
spond exactly to the interpretations of the expression
"not very happy woman".

The disjunctive noun "dog or large cat" is represented
by the disjunctive two-element term

[dog, cat(size => large) 

3.3 Arbitrary Sets, Supersets: Arbitrary
Boolean Expressions with Explicit
Negation. Conjunction and Disjunction

3.3.1 Problem Description

In natural language, the combination of adjectival, ad-
verbial and Boolean modification of basic types (sets)
allows one to refer (describe) arbitrary types (sets). 
the following expressions are references to such arbitrary
types (sets).

"very, but not extremely, good candy or good boo~~’

"neither good nor hard-working nurse"
"neither short nor very tail’
"very happy people, tall trees, extremely clear sky"

3.3.2 UNO Model

The UNO model mimics this characteristics of natural
language. Our natural language-like mechanism for tax-
onomic reasoning is based on the UNO model capability
of handling adjectival, adverbial and Boolean modifica-
tions of common nouns, adjectives and verbs. The UNO
representation of such expressions is efficiently, compo-
sitionally derived via the Boolean operations. The set-
related semantic relations are guaranteed to hold.

3.4 Flat, Cor/~ext-Dependent Taxonomies

3.4.1 Problem Description

Set-related semantic relations of interest (entailment,
partial overlap, disjointness etc) among arbitrary simple
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and complex types are automatically understood by peo-
ple, without having to store (remember) such relations
in one’s head. The relations among types such as

"do#"
"dog or cat, but not torY’
"very small dog with extremely lon9 hal?’

are easily computed on the fly. Only the relations be-
tween some lexically simple items such as the relation
between the type "do#" and "animaP need to be remem-
bered (explicitly represented). Most likely such relations
need to be learned.

Natural language allows one to easily create context-
dependent taxonomies that reflect one’s life experience
and tasks to be accomplished. For example, for Mark,
"rusty engines", "Teddy beard’, and "the smell of wild
roseg’ may form a coherent type (class) because all these
things remind him of his childhood. For him, and very
likely only for him, there is a close relationship between
the concept of "my ehildhoo(P and these things.

3.4.2 UNO Model
One important consequence of mimicking this charac-

teristics of natural language are fiat, context-dependent
taxonomies, which tremendously facilitates maintenance
of large knowledge bases. Taxonomies are fiat because
set-related semantic relations among arbitrary simple
and complex types are directly computed from the UNO
representation of the natural language expressions that.
represent these types. This fast, on-the-fly computation
eliminates the need to store such relations in the system’s
knowledge base. Only relations between some le~cally
simple items such as the relation between the types "do#"
and "animaP need to be explicitly represented.

Just as natural language, the UNO model allows one to
define ad-hoc, context-dependent taxonomies with types
such as the "my childhood’ type above.

4 Natural Language for Representing

and Reasoning about Intervals:

Scalars

4.1 Problem Description

Natural language offers a large, cross-categorial class
of expressions, scalars, that denote quantitative values
[Horn, 1972] [Horn, 1989]. This class includes: deter-
miners, cardinal numbers, evaluative and gradable ad-
jectives, adverbs and verbs. The underlying semantics of
scalars is interval-theoretic. Lexically simple scalars de-
note intervals, ordered sets of real numbers. Boolean op-
erations of negation (interval-complement), conjunction
(interval-intersection) and disjunction (interval-union)
allow one to compositionally refer to arbitrary intervals
built out of basic intervals.

Semantic relations such as en-
tailment (interval-inclusion), partial overlap (non-empty
interval-intersection) and disjointness (empty interval-
intersection) are universally and easily understood by
the virtue of universally shared syntactic and semantic
characteristics of these operations.

Lexically, scalar Boolean operations are realized by
the same words "not", "an¢’ and "or. In natural lan-
guage, "nor’, "anvP and "or are polymorphic, multi-
type loaded operations. The same adjective and adverb
phrases serve as functions that modify scalar and non-
scalar expressions. Their intersective semantics remains
the same, but for scalars, it reflects interval-containment.
For example, the determiner "very many" entails the de-
terminer "man.f’,

For some scalars, semantic relation of entailment holds
between denotations of lexically simple items. The inter-
vals denoted by such scalars are contained one wit.hin the
other, or equivalently, some scalars have "at least" mean-
ing. For example, the entailment relation between the
frequency quantification adverbs "always" and "some-
times", the fact that the interval "always" is properly
contained in teh interval "sometimes" accounts for the
fact that when told

"John always smiled’,
one automatically understands that

"John sometimes smileg’.
Similarly it immediately follows that if a person is

"stupid?’, then this person is "not extremely brighf’.
The "at least" meaning of scalars is exploited for rep-

resenting incomplete knowledge and for conveying cer-
tain information without actually committing to it. If
one sees a number of white swans, one forms the belief

"Some swans are white".
This betief should not preclude that all swans may in fact
be white. One’s knowledge is at this point incomplete
and in this case, the sentence

"Some swans ave white"
is equivalent to

"At least some swans are while".
Knowing that something is "possible" is not inconsis-

tent with a possibility that this something is in fact "cer-
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Category Scalar Entailed Scalar
Expression Expression

Cardinal number two one

not one not two

Determiner all some
none not all
not many not very many

Adverb always sometimes
never not always
never not very often
not often not very often
very often, but not always sometimes

Verb know believe
not know not know much
not know not firmly believe
not believe not know
love like
not like not love
not like not love a lot

Adjective certain likely
not likely not certain
not likely not very likely
terrible not very good
sick not very healthy
excellent good
not good not excellent
stupid not bright
stupid not extremely bright

Table 3: Entailments of cross-categorial scalar expressions

la~lt" .

In a situation when one is reluctant to state that
"Ann and Mary are lesbian lovers"

the sentence
"Ann likes Mary"

is an understatement which may convey this information
without, strictly speaking, admitting it.

Despite the fact that scalar expressions of different
categories play different functions in the syntax and se-
mantics of natural language sentences, understanding se-
mantic relations between simple and complex scalars is
accomplished via the same representational and compu-
tational mechanism between simple and complex scalars,
including scalar modal operators. Table 3 gives exam-
ples of cross-categorial scalar expressions in the entail-
ment (interval-inclusion) relation. [Rusieeki, 1985] re-
ports psychological experiments in which human sub-
jects judged logical entailment between pairs of English
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expressions: one positive (ie, without explicit negation)
and one negative. He found that people were remark-
ably consistent in their answers and for all of them such
judgements appeared effortless.

4.2 UNO Model

The UNO model formalizes scalars as qualitative scales,
families of efficiently computable Boolean algebras.
These algebras specific to natural language capture se-
mantic properties of scalars and allow one to uniformly
compute semantic relations of interest between arbitrary
scalar expressions of different syntactic categories.

The ’at least’ meaning of lexically simple scalars, the
fact that two lexically simple scalars may be in the en-
tailment relation,’is modeled with the notion of directed
intervals of real numbers. The lower boundaries of these
intervals represent the smallest value denoted by a word
and their upper boundaries- the largest.
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Figure 2: Frequency quantification adverbs parallel scalar semantics of determiners.

For example, the lower boundary of the determiner
"some" is 0, and its upper boundary is +1, i.e., "some"
is the entire interval (0, +1]; the parenthesis signifies the
exclusion of the boundary value and the square bracket
its inclusion. The direction for lexically simple scalars is
either ~" or L.

The following are examples of the directed interval-
based representations of lexically simple scalars:

1. The determiners "some" and "man!f’ are repre-
sented by

[(0, +l], T] [[lm~,~, +1], t]
where lmany > 0

2. The verbs "like" and "love" are represented by

[[luke, +1], I] [[lzoo,, +1], T]
where llove > llike

3. The adjectives "possible" and "certain" are repre-
sented by

[[lVo,,ib,~, +11, ]’1 [[lcertain, +t1, []
where lcertai n > lpossible

The representation of complex scalar expressions such
as "sometimes, but not very often" is compositionally de-
rived via tim Boolean operations on the representation
of lexically simple scalars. If arguments are single in-
tervals, adjectival and adverbial modification as well as
conjunction always generate a single interval. Negation
and disjunction in general produce multi-interval scalars.

Figure 2 pictorially illustrates two very similar qual-
itative scales: 4 determiners and frequency quantifica-
tion adverbs, which reflects the fact that with respect
to some inference in the absence of any context, tempo-
ral quantifiers behave exactly the same as determiners
that give rise to the generalized quantifiers of natural
language. A similar distinction between first-order and
non-first-order definable quantifiers applies: the adverb

4 Only lexically simple scalars and their negations can be

illustrated by such a picture.
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"always" is like the determiner "all," and the adverb
"often" like the determiner "many". These similarities
allow the UNO system to use the same mechanism for
computing temporal and non-temporal quantifiers.

Figure 3 illustrates scales with general-purpose
scalars.
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Figure 3: General purpose scalars

5 Natural Language for Expressing and
Reasoning with Uncertainty and
Incompleteness

5.1 Problem Description
Natural language allows one to express uncertainty and
incompleteness at all syntactic levels and offers two main
ways of doing it:

1. Scalar expressions involving probability and beliefs.
2. Explicit disjunction

The sentence
"John is likely, but not very likely, to be HIV-positive"

expresses the uncertainty about John possessing the
"HIV-positive" property and qualitatively characterizes
the probability of this being the case as "likely, but not
very likely’.

The sentence
"John or Mary dances welF

expresses the uncertainty about the agent of dancing.

5.2 UNO Model
The "Probability" scale shown in Figure 3 allows the
UNO model to capture uncertainty of information. The
sentence

"John is likely, but not very likely, to be HIV-positive"
is represented in the system knowledge base by the fol-
lowing type equation

john ==
{< [hiv(type => positive)], [likely(degree => not very)] >}

The representation of tile probability "likely, but not
very likely" is compositionally computed by the UNO
NLP system as follows:

[ likely ] n .or[ likely(degree => wry) 
[likely In[ (notlikely), likely(degree => notvery) 
[ likely(degree => not very) 

The representation of the sentence "John or Mary
dances wel~’ is the following type equation

[ Mary, John ] == { dance(well => well) 
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6 Natural Language for Representing

and Reasoning about Time

6.1 Problem Description

6.1.1 Time Entity

Time is an entity whose properties can be expressed
natural language and reasoned about in many ways anal-
ogous to reasoning about any other entities. While there
are a number of words reserved to refer to time or tempo-
ral aspects only, eg. "yesterday", "frequently", "young ",
understanding temporal expressions is not really differ-
ent from understanding non-temporal expressions. Ad-
ditionally there does not seem to be a difference between
expressing and reasoning about absolute and relative
temporal information.

Figure 3 shows general-purpose scalars relevant for ex-
pressing temporal information. One infers from

"It took an extremely long time"
that

"It did not take a long time".
and the falsity of the sentence

"It took a very short time"
The same mechanism accounts for the relevant logical

inferences when these adjectives describe non-temporal
objects. One infers that if

"Pluto has an extremely short taiP,
then it is also the ease that

"Pluto does not have a very long taiP.
Many general-purpose scalars are used to describe

time. Entailment between the following pairs of tem-
poral expressions:

( "a very 9ood time", "not a bad time" )
( "a terrible time", "not a very good time" 

works in the exact same fashion as the entailment be-
tween their non-temporal versions

( "a very 9ood book", "not a bad book?’ )
( "a terrible studenf’, "not a very good studenf’ 
Scalars such as "similar’, "same" and "d(fferenf’ allow

one to express the degree of similarity among entities.
One infers from the sentence

"X and Y are the same"
that

"X and Y are very simila?’
and that

"X and Y are not very differenf’.
Understanding logical implications of sentences in which
the similarity words describe temporal information is ex-
actly analogous. One infers from the sentence

"X and Y happened at the same time"
that

"X and Y did not happen at a different time".
It is important that making inferences does not require
any information about the actual times when the events
X and Y took place.

6.1.2 Adjectival, Adverbial and Boolean
Modifications

Adjectival, adverbial and Boolean modifications work
exactly the same for temporal and non-temporal expres-

sions. The following are simple and complex temporal
relations with easily understandable semantic relations
among them:

"shortly aft&’ entails "after~’
"not before" entails "not long before"
"immediately precede" entails "precede"
"not immediately afted’ is consistent with "long be-

fore"

6.1.3 Time-Related Uncertainties And
Incompleteness

Time-related uncertainties and incompleteness can
also be expressed at different syntactic levels. The sen-
tence

"If is very likely that X happened shortly before or after Y"
illustrates a case of "double-uncertainty". The probabil-
ity phrase "very likelE’ modifies another uncertainty ex-
pressed as adverbial modification of a disjunctive prepo-
sitional phrase "shortly before or afleF’. This ambiguous
phrase could mean:

1. "(shortly before) or after’
i.e., X could have happened either "shortly before"
Y, or "after:’ Y; in the latter case, nothing is known
about the distance between X and Y;

2. "shortly (before or after)"
i.e., X could have happened either "before" Y, or
"afte?’ Y, but in both cases the temporal distance
between X and Y is short; i.e., the uncertainty per-
rains the temporal relation only;

The second interpretation contains strictly more infor-
mation than the first one, i.e., the second entails the
first.

6.2 UNO Model

Time-related representation and inference are largely ac-
complished by our natural language representational and
inferential machinery. General-purpose scalars in Fig-
ure 3 shown earlier, "Evaluation", "Degree", "Similar-
ity, and "Length", allow the UNO model to compute
time-related entailments involving scalars.

The representation of complex temporal relations
is computed analogously to the representation of set-
forming categories and the entailment relation is pre-
served. The relations "shortly afle?’ and "afte?’ are
represented as:

T~ = after(length => short)
T2 = after
T1 R T2 = Ta, and therefore T1 _C T2
The relations "not before" and "not long before" are

represented as:
T1 = not before
7"2 = not before(length => long)
T1 V] T2 = T1, and therefore T1 E T2

The relations "immediately precede" and "precede" are
represented as:

711 = precede(immediate => immediate)
T2 = precede
T1 VI T2 = T1, and therefore T1 _ T2
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The relations "not immediately afte¢’ and "long be-
fore" are represented as:

T1 = not after(immediate => immediate)
T2 -- before(length => long)
T1 Iq T2 -- Tl, and therefore T1 E T2

The UNO representation of the phrase "shortly before
or afle?’ preserves its ambiguity and the fact that its
two interpretations are in the entailment relation. The
"(shortly before) or afte?’ interpretation is represented
by the term

I1 = [ before(length => shortly), after 

The "shortly (before or after)" interpretation is repre-
sented by the term

I2 = [before, a fter]( length => shortly)
I1 17 I2 = I2, or equivalently, I2 E/1.

7 Natural Language for Geographical

Reasoning

7.1 Problem Description

It is widely recognized that natural language is not good
for spatial reasoning. In general, we agree with this
assessment. However, we believe that a large class of
space-related inferences can be accomplished with nat-
ural language inherent representational and inferential
machinery.

First, reasoning about geographical entities with the
underlying region-containment semantics appears to be
exactly analogous to the taxonomic and temporal rea-
soning in natural language. Many natural language ex-
pressions serve as means to refer to temporal intervals as
well as spatial regions. Many prepositions and adverbs
are used to describe both temporal and spatial relations.

The expression "shortly before or afted’ applies to
both time and space.

7.1.1 UNO Model
Our uniform representation motivated by natural lan-

guage serves us well for representing certain aspects of
geographical knowledge. We have encoded a semantic
hierarchy of geographical knowledge, for which some as-
pects of geographical reasoning (eg., region containment)
are supported with its general inferencing mechanism.
This extensive geographical knowledge base contains ma-
jor geographical information about all countries, includ-
ing capital cities, major and important cities, towns,
ports, geographical and political regions that divide land
such as provinces, islands, major ports and airports,
landmarks, monetary, length, area, and volume systems,
official languages, major political organizations, waters
such as oceans, seas, lakes, and rivers, and geographi-
cal landmarks and points of interest such as mountains,
hills, woods, and national parks.

The system knows that "Detroit is in Michigan" and
that "Michigan is in USA". This knowledge allows it to
infer from

"John is in Detroif’
that

"John is in Michigan"
and that

"John is somewhere in USA"
The sentence

"John is not in Michigan"
automatically implies that

"John is not in Detroif’
Similarly the sentence
"John is not far from Detroif’

is consistent with
"John is close to Detroif’
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8 Underspecificlty and

Context-Dependency of Natural

Language

Natural language is inherently underspecified and
context-dependent due to the nature of outside world
that humans must deal with, necessarily incomplete hu-
man knowledge and existing social structure.

8.1 Constraints on Human Communication

For accumulating and sharing knowledge about outside
world, people need to be able to refer to an infinite num-
ber of entities (objects, individuals, events). This infinity
is like real-number, Turing-equivalent infinity: any sub-
sets and supersets of sets, any subparts and superparts
of entities, time, space and volume all may be important
and may have to be explicitly referred to in order to form
and communicate knowledge about them. However, nat-
ural language vocabulary and utterances are necessarily
very finite, in part, due to limited human memory and
short human life.

Social structure appears to impose additional require-
ments on human communication. Due to social norms
of behavior such as politeness and hierarchical depen-
dencies such as employee-employer relation, people often
understate their views, not being in a position to express
what they really know or think.

8.2 Solution, Not Problem

The tension between the needs for expressiveness, con-
straints oll human communication and limitations of
the symbolic system such as natural language might
have jointly resulted in the inherent underspecificity
and context-dependency of natural language. On this
view, context-dependency of natural language is not a
problem~, but a solution satisfying objective constraints.

One observes the following pieces of evidence of inher-
ent underspeeificity of natural language:

The same phrase may refer to uncountably
many things and values. Phrases of all syntactic cat-
egories denoting quantitative values may refer to any
real number. For example, the word "long" can refer to
an arbitrary real number and reflect quantity of time or
space. The expression "long time" may mean to:

"1 nanosecondU ,
"1 seconaP’,
"1 hour",
"i ccnturg?’,

as well as any temporal interval shorter or longer than
these.

Lexically simple common nouns such as "studenf’ may
denote infinite sets of objects. Complex common nouns
involving adjectival, adverbial and Boolean (negation,
conjunction, disjunction) modifications may refer to ar-
bitrary subsets and supersets of sets denoted by lexically

SViewing context-dependency of natural language as a
problem is common in the natural language processing and
knowledge representation communities.

simple nouns. For example, the following complex com-
mon nouns

"very, but not extremely, hard-working students",
"not very smart students"
"smart students and hard-working students",

denote Boolean combinations of different subsets of the
set corresponding to the head noun "sludenf’.

Referring expressions such as pronouns and defi-
nite anaphora are even more underspecified with respect
to what they can refer to.

Abbreviations are extremely common.

8.3 Context Reduce Inherent Underspecificity

The main role of context is to potentially reduce the in-
herent underspecificity of natural language. The effects
of the inherent context-dependency are:

1. Increased information content of natural language
utterance, and therefore reduced size of natural lan-
guage utterance to convey a particular piece of in-
formation (knowledge),

2. Reduced size of references to entities;

3. Reduced and directed inference.

8.4 Explicit Representation of Context Is
Necessary

In order to account for the fact that natural language ut-
terances are always interpreted in some context, a model
of natural language needs to explicitly represent context
and provide mechanism for processing it.

We distinguish two types of context: explicit and im-
plicit. We represent both types of context as natural
language utterances. Our choice of natural language to
express context is deliberate. ~’Ve argue that

1. Context should be handled by the same represen-
tational and inferential mechanism that is used to
represent meaning of natural language utterances
and to compute licensed inferences.

2. Imposing context-provided constraints when inter-
preting natural language utterances can be accom-
plished by the same representational mechanism
utilized for computing representation of a multi-
sentence utterance.

8.4.1 Explicit Context
Explicit context includes things usually referred to

as "linguistic context" or "discourse context", such as
nmlti-sentence fragment of text in which an utterance oc-
curs, syntactic constructions involved in the utterance,
structure between multi-sentence segments of text and
linguistic constraints on referents of the anaphors.

Our notion of explicit context additionally includes
verbalized natural language descriptions of those other
modalities accompanying natural language utterances
including visual imeormation (gestures, facial expres-
sions, body movement). [Ferrari, 1995] points out that
different modalities of human communication, such as vi-
sual information, gestures, noddings, facial expressions
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and intonation virtually always accompany natural lan-
guage utterances and often constitute their context.

There is some evidence in psychology that these types
of non-verbal information can be expressed in natural
language. For example, [Kearney and McKenzie, 1993]
use verbalized natural language descriptions of facial ex-
pressions in their expert system.

8.4.2 Implicit context

Implicit context includes things often referred to as
"non-linguistic context". It reflects a general state of an
individual, his/her knowledge and beliefs, including be-
liefs about such general states of other than self individ-
uals, goals, fears and hopes. We picture implicit context
as a text that constitutes a core dump of an individual’s
mind and the content of his/her memory.

8.5 Context-Provided Further Specificity

Many types of non-literal meaning result from context-
provided further specificity. Examples include under-
specificity of

1. Explicitly negated verb phrases with respect to a
particular interpretation,

2. Common nouns and verbs with respect to attributes
and their values,

3. Referring expressions with respect to referred enti-
ties.

4. Abbreviations with respect to words or phrases they
abbreviate.

Computing most types of such non-literal meanings can
be accomplished by the meet operation V1 on the repre-
sentation of a sentence and its context.

8.5.1 Underspecificity of Negation
Consider the sentence "John doesn’t walk very fasf’

which due to the semantics of negation is underspecified
with respect to the three mutually exclusive interpreta-
tions:

1. "John walks fast, but not very fasf’

2. "John walks, but not fasf’

3. "John doesn’t walk~’

Consider a dialog between Ann, Mark, Mary, and Bill,
with Ann stating that

"John doesn’t walk very fasf’.
If Mark was told a few minutes earlier that

"John doesn’t wall~~’
then for him, Ann’s statement doesn’t contain any new
piece of knowledge. His implicit context, here his previ-
ous knowledge, already contains the representation of a
sentence which logically entails Ann’s statement. Mark’s
previous knowledge eliminates one aspect of the under-
specificity of Ann’s statementG. As the result, Mark can

6The other types of underspecificity of the sentence "John
doesn’t walt?’ persist; one such type corresponds to the ques-
tion "So what does John do .~’.

correctly compute truth-values of the sentences corre-
sponding to the three possible interpretations of Ann’s
statement.

This type of underspecificity may be eliminated by
some chain of inference. For example, if Mary witnessed
the other night John breaking both legs, then based on
the general knowledge that

"People with broken legs don’t waU~’
she may herself infer that in fact

"John doesn’t walk".
After interpretation of a natural language utterance,

persons who lack context such as relevant knowledge in
the above examples, will posses strictly less knowledge as
compared with those whose context reduces underspeci-
ficity. People lacking relevant context will not be able to
correctly assign truth-values to the related sentences7.

For example, if Bill has no knowledge of John’s acci-
dent, then his context will contain the representation of
the sentence uttered by Anns, which is logically weaker
than one element of Mark’s context. After Ann’s state-
ment, Bill will know strictly less than Mark or Mary.

8.5.2 Underspeeificity of Common Nouns And
Verbs

Common nouns and verbs are often underspecified
with respect to the attributes of the referred entities.
The sentence

"She has two catd’
is underspecified in infinitely many ways- it does not
specify any attributes of these cats such as color, age,
whether they have tails etc. Similarly, verbs that denote
actions often do not specify objects, themes or modes of
these actions. The sentence

"He turne(P
is underspecified with respect to the mode of turning,
Shared implicit context such as knowledge about ac-
tions and their causes may result in further specificity.
[Eugenio and Webber, 1996] discusses the instruction

" Turn the screw"
that conveys information corresponding to a strictly
more specified, logically stronger sentence

" Turn the screw clockwise".

8.5.3 Further Specificity Due to Conventions

Indirect speech acts result in additional non-literal
meaning equivalent to uttering additional explicit state-
ments. For example, the question

"Could you pass the salt ~’
by convention is equivalent to something like

"If you can pass the salt, then I want you to do if’.
Similarly, the utterance

"She is coi£’
may be an indirect request for an action that would
end this presumably unpleasant state, such as closing an
open window or apppopriatety adjusting a thermostat.

7Their recourse may be to make correct guesses.
SThat it is, of course, if he decides that it is important to

remember what she said.
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Figure 4: Previous knowledge may constitute an over-
writing, negative context. Beliefs resulting from the in-
terpretation of the same utterance may be mutually con-
tradictory, here Mark’s and Ann’s

8.5.4 Further Specificity Due to Defaults

Another class of fairly productive non-literal mean-
ings results from generally assumed to be known defaults
(types in the object noun phrases or adverbial modi-
tiers) that further specify literal meaning. For example,
unmodified verb "to drinld’ is often interpreted as "to
drink alcohot’ because its underspecificity with respect
to what one drinks is overwritten by commonly shared
default.

8.6 Overwriting by Negative Contexts

Context may serve as a filter that derives non-literal
meaning of an utterance by performing certain math-
ematically and computationatly well-defined function on
its literal meaning. One such example are negative con-
texts that result in a contrary and contradictory non-
literal meaning of an utterance. Another example are
contexts that reduce the certainty about the correctness
of knowledge (information) expressed in an utterance.

Figure 5: Non-verbal messages, here a gesture and
speaker’s appearance, may constitute an overwriting,
negative context. Beliefs resulting from the interpreta-
tion of the same utterance may be mutually contradic-
tory, here Bill’s and Ted’s.

8.6.1 Previous Knowledge as Negative Context
After Paul’s statement
"He is an excellent studenf’

people with different implicit contexts, here existing be-
liefs, may understand his message very differently (see
see Figure 4), including the following:

1. "He is a bad sludeng’

is that Mark who believes that "Paul is a lia?’ de-
rives from Paul’s sentence.

2. "He is not a studenf’
is what Ann who believes that "Paul is a terrible
lia?’ derives from his statement.

3. "He is aa excellent studenf’
Maria believes~’Paul and her belief exactly corre-
sponds to his statement.

In everyday life, overwriting by negative contexts is
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not at all uncommon. For example, Detroit’s Free Press
of January 17, 1996, starts the article on page 4A titled
"Jury leader: Fuhrman is a snake" with the following
paragraph:

"From the moment the forewoman, of the O.J. Simpson
jury saw Mark Fuhrman, she thought he was a ’snake’.
After hearing him, she didn’t believe what he said."

8.6.2 Non-VerbM Messages as Negative
Context

After Andrew’s statement
"He always works extremely haraP’

people with different explicit contexts, here a gesture and
speaker’s appearance, may understand his message very
differently (see see Figure 5) including the following:

1. "It is very possible that he never does anything"
is what Bill who who saw the Rick’s "/don’t know
about thaf’ gesture and who saw speaker’s face when
he uttered the statement.

2. "He always works extremely har£’

is what Ted who lacked the additional visual clues
believes. His belief corresponds exactly corresponds
to Andrew’s statement.

There are many gestures whose specific purpose is con-
veying disagreement with presented information. For ex-
ample, (vigorously) shaking one’s head left-to-right and
right-to-left.

8.6.3 Explicit Negatives as Negative Context
Explicit verbal negative contexts may constitute neg-

ative contexts and have a similar overwriting effect. For
example, computing knowledge derived from the follow-
ing text

"Paul’s wife works hard, he told them. This is abso-
lutely not true."
is analogous to computing the effect of the non-verbal,
implicit and explicit negative contexts discussed earlier.

8.7 Arbitrary Overwriting

Both implicit and explicit context may arbitrarily over-
write meaning of natural language, as in the following
fragment of Agatha Christie’s novel:

"Good old Edmundson. Since all telephones in Ramat
had been lapped, Bob and John Edmundson had worked
out a little code of their own. A wonderful girl who was
’out of this world’ meant something urgent and impor.
rant."

8.8 Interpretation Shifts Due to Logical
Contradiction and Redundancy

8.8.1 Problem Description

In natural language, logical contradiction and logical
redundancy play central roles. They allow one to iden-
tify and signal knowledge gaps and false beliefs and to
systematically convey non-literal meanings.

We have identified a number of systematic alterations
of literal meaning of natural language sentences contain-
ing logical redundancy and contradiction.
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The logical redundancy of the expression "John and
John" in the sentence

"John and John made it happen"
conveys information that two distinct individuals named
"John" are referred to.

Grading binary properties blocks extensional logical
inference and shifts non-literal meaning to intensional.
For example, the sentence

"She is very American"
does not entail that

"She is American"
and conveys information that "She" possesses many
characteristics typical to individuals characterized as
"America~’.

Logical contradiction is also exploited to convey non-
literal meaning. This fragment from Jim Aikin’s novel
"The wall at the edge of the world’ has a logical contra-
diction of the form "X is not X":

"Sunrise was not sunrise, only a dull and ragged red-
dening, streaked and clotted with yellow and silver, that
leaked out beneath the gray."
This contradiction is exploited to convey similarity be-
tween the newly observed phenomenon and known con-
cept of a "sunrise".

8.8.2 Formalization Sketch

Definition 1 (Utterance)
An ordered set U = {Si,S2,...,Sn} is a natural lan-
guage utterance, a fragment of text or dialog, where Si
for some i > 1, i ~_ n, the element of U, is a single
natural language sentence.

Typically, utterance elements are natural language
sentences. In dialog, they can also be non-sentential
forms that constitute answers to posed questions, for
example, noun phrases.

Definition 2 (Representational language)
Representational language £ is a formal language
with a Boolean algebra structure defined by the tuple
(q-, A, R, U, not, E, =, 2, T), where

1. T " £.~[ --* A is a polynomially computable transla-
tion function mapping natural language utterances
onto A, a set of typed data structures, in such a
way as to maximally preserve information present
in natural language and minimally introduce infor-
mation absent from natural language;

2. [],t2, not are computable operations of meet, join,
and complement on A and simulate conjunction,
disjunction and negation in natural language at dif-
ferent syntactic levels;

3. E_ is the ordering (entailment) relation induced 
n and [_1:
al E a2 iff(al N.a2 -= al or at [J a2 = a2);

~. = is a computable equality relation;

5.
_k is the smallest (Zero) element of 

6. T is the largest (One) element of 



We assume the existence of the representational lan-
guage that perfectly reflects representational and infer-
ential characteristics of natural language.9.

Definition 3 (Context)
Context d. is the representation of an ordered set of nat.u-
rat language sentences T {Sc sC,. c= , .., Sin} computed
as follows:

c=c(sf) n c(s ) n ... n c(s 
Definition 4 (Literal meaning)
A4L(S) = f.(SL), literal meaning of a natural language
sentence S, is knowledge that every speaker is capable
of deriving from S in the absence of any context and
characterized by the set of questions that a speaker can
correctly answer based solely on the understanding of S.

Definition 5 (Non-literal meaning)
./~41v(S) = Sly, Non-literal meaning of a natural lan-
guage sentence S is knowledge that in a context d, every
native speaker is potentially capable of deriving from S,
but depending on further characteristics of C, may or
may not derive it or even attempt to derive it. Let Z be
information.

Case I: Non-literal meaning may constitute additional
knowledge on top of literalmeaning, and be either further
specifying some aspect of literal meaning or be some new,
orthogonal to literal meaning aspect:

~vi,v(s) = S’L s,,~
z(s) = z(sL) + z(s,,,)

Case II: Non-literal meaning may also overwrite literal
meaning via a context-dependent function Yc :

z(s) = z(sN)
For the non-overwriting contexts in Case I, informa-

tion grows monotonically. Otherwise this growth is non-
monotonic.

Definition 6 (Dialog participant context)
Let P be a dialog participant. Cp is P’s context.

For a two-person dialog, we will distinguish speaker’s
and hearer’s context, and for a text, we will distinguish
writer’s and readers’ (typically more than one) contexts.
These contexts reflect a general state of an individual
and include beliefs about such general states of other
than self individuals.

Our formalization allows the same sentence to have
different meanings:

1. For different dialog participants or text readers

2. In different contexts

The same sentence may have identical meanings for
different dialog participants if their contexts coincide.
Missing some aspect of explicit or implicit context may

9In reality, there are only a handful of frameworks to nat-
ural language processing that to various degree satisfy the
above requirements of a representational language, including
[An and Shapiro, 1993] [Hwang and Schubert, 1993] as well
as our UNO model.

result in literal meanings being totally different. For
some forms of non-literal meanings, including implica-
ture, they are typically quite different.

Definition 7 (Updated context)
Let Si be a current, about-to-be-processed element of the
utterance U, P a dialog participant, and cP_i his/her
context.

Then CP, an updated context of P, is the result of a
partial update function F from CiP_l and Si. Depending
on the nature of both arguments ciP_i and Si, the update
function may be:

1. For negative contexts
C~ = not CiP_l

2. For ove.r~writing contexts
cf = y (cL 

3. For all other contexts
cr = cL1 n sN

Updated contexts for dialog participants reflect the
state of their knowledge, beliefs etc after processing a
subsequent element of an utterance. This change of
state may be monotonic or nonmonotonic. It may in-
volve learning something previously unknown, i.e. ac-
commodating a new piece of information without invali-
dating what was known before. It may also involve belief
revision due to realization of one’s incorrectly believed
knowledge due to, for example, encountered contradic-
tion.
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8.9 Intensional Negative Adjectives:
Context-Dependent Type Builders

8.9.1 Problem Description
Context-dependent, concept-building,

negation-like functions

There are a number of adjectives including "al-
legecF’, "artificiat’, "fake .... false", " forme.#’, and "toy",
whose semantic characteristics are different from regu-
lar adjectives in that the entailment relation between
Adjective Noun and Noun may or may not hold. A
"false statemenf’ is a "statemenf’, a "false documenf’
may or may not be a "documenf’ and a "false theorem"
is not a "lheorem". A "fake doctor’ is not a "doctor’.

Like the other functions on nouns, regular adjectives,
adverbs and Boolean operations of conjunction, disjunc-
tion and negation, intensional negative adjectives allow
one to characterize, understand and create a new concept
(type) via a known concept (type). These adjectives 
context-dependent, concept-building, negation-like func-
tions that operate on the values of intensional properties
of the concepts denoted by their arguments and yield
new concepts whose intensional properties have values
consistent with the negation of the old values. Depend-
ing on one’s beliefs about the concept denoted by a noun,
the same adjective may or may not be restricting.

Non-Transparency Due to Different Beliefs

Intensional negative adjectives are non-transparent
because the inference licensed by the expression
Adjective Noun depends on the semantics of Adjective
and on the intensional properties of the concept denoted
by Noun, people’s beliefs about relevant and essential
characteristics of the concept denoted by Noun.

Depending on how common speakers’ beliefs about a
particular concept are, they may convey and understand
similar or quite different meanings. For example, if Mark
believes that "documenf’ is

"something validating a claim or establishing a
fact"

and Ann defines "documen#’ as

"an official-looking paper with writing and
maybe a seat’

then they will differ in their understanding and use of the
expression "false documenf’: When Mark refers to some
object as a "false documenf’, he attributes this object
with the negation of "validating a claim or establishing
a facf’, possibly with respect to a specific claim or fact.
For him, a "false documenf’ is not a "documenf’.

For Ann, a "false doeumenf’ is a paper that does not
look official, eg., a paper with a hand writing of a 5
year old on it. For her, a "false documenf’ may be a
"document".

The differences in beliefs about the essential character-
istics of a concept also result in different inferences. For
some native speakers of English, an " artificial flower" is
a "flower~’ because it functions as a flower. Others argue

that an "artificial flower~’ is not a "flowe¢’ because it
does not grow.

Similarly, if Mary believes that an essential charac-
teristic of a "doctor~’ is that he successfully cures his
patients, she may refer to an individual not very suc-
cessful in curing her disease as "false docto¢’, even if
that individual were a certified medical doctor.

In order to understand properties of the objects of the
type "toy elephanf’, one must know properties that in-
stances of the type "elephanf" should have. Such knowl-
edge comprises of a set of characteristics such as the
XYebster’s New ~Vorld Dictionary for the American Lan-
guage [Guralnik, 1982, page 451] intensional definition
of the type "elephanf’:

"a huge, thick-skinned, almost hairless mammal,
the largest of extant four-footed animals, with a
long, flexible snout (called a trunk) and, usually,
two ivory tusks growing out of the upper jaw¢’.

One must also understand ways in which the adjective
"toy" affects these intensional characteristics.

Semantically, intensional negative adjectives behave a
lot like negation in that they negate values of some prop-
erties (to be) exhibited by the instances of the concept
Noun. In the expression "toy elephant", the adjective
"toy" m~v affect the "sizg’ property: a "toy elephanf’
may be "smalF or "very smalP, both of which values are
consistent with "not huge", the negation of the original
value "huge".

Depending on how essential these negatively affected
properties are to the concept denoted by Noun, the ob-
jects or individuals described by the resulting set of prop-
erties may or may not be in the denotation of Noun.
A "theorem" by definition must be true, i.e., the value
"true" of the property "truth" is essential to the con-
cept of a "theorem". In such cases, intensional negative
adjectives are non-restricting functions.

In the expression "false statemenf’, the adjective af-
fects the "truth" of the information in the statement,
a property whose particular value does not effect the
"statemenf’ class membership, and therefore a "false
staternenf’ is a "statemenf’. In such cases, intensional
negative adjectives behave like regular restricting adjec-
tives.

Different, but Similar Concepts

Pragmatically, expressions involving intensional nega-
tive adjectives convey extra information about the close-
ness of the elements of the type Adjective Noun and
those of the type Noun. Except for some negated prop-
erties, individuals or objects in the denotation of the ex-
pression Adjective Noun satisfy intensional definitions
of Noun. For example, given the quoted definition of
the type "elephanf’, the sentence

"It is a toy elephanf’
means roughly that " If’ is not an elephant, but shares
many properties with an elephant: it may have a snout
and two ivory tusks growing out of the upper jaw, but
its size may not be huge compared to the size of a real
elephant, and its snout may not be flexible.
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8.10 Context-Dependency

For intensional negative adjectives, semantics and con-
text are intertwined because understanding which actual
properties may and do get affected depends not only on
the Adjective Noun combination, but also on the con-
text in which the reference involving an intensional neg-
ative adjective is used.

In the context of discussing authors of different paint-
ings, the expression "fake Mone~’ m~v convey infor-
mation about the author being somebody other than
Monet, i.e., not Monet; in a related context of discussing
details of various painting techniques, the expression
"fake Monef’ may convey information about the tech-
nique used and state that the technique is similar, but
not exactly like the technique used by Monet.

Sometimes, the differences between the concepts
Adjective Noun and Noun mar" disappear. In the con-
text in which the only thing that matters about dia-
monds is "pleasing one’s eye", Cubic Zirkonia, a "fake
diamon£’, is indistinguishable from "diamond’. A well-
made "toy gun" may be indistinguishable from a "gun",
and a "fake doctor; who in some unconventional way
makes patients well may be indistinguishable from a
"doctor’’.

Properties Affected

Individual intensional adjectives exhibit semantic pe-
culiarities in terms of properties they affect and in terms
of their resulting values. For example, the adjective
"to:~’ affects values of the property "size", and the adjec-
tive "former" affects a temporal aspect of some property.
Some adjectives always affect a particular property. For
example, the adjective "former" always affects tempo-
ral aspect of a property. Other adjectives may affect a
number of different properties. For example, the adjec-
tive "to~’ can also affect the property "animate": while
a "toy poodle" is a lively animal, a "toy elephanf’ is not.

8.10.1 UNO Model

In our computational framework, the distinction be-
tween linguistic and non-linguistic context somewhat
disappears because we represent knowledge and beliefs
with the same mechanism as the meaning of natural lan-
guage utterances.

We show one example of how such adjectives are pro-
cessed. Processing the appositive

"JP, a former president of France"
results in the following KB:

JP == { < president(of => france), past >, 
notpresident(of --> france), now > 
The system can correctly answer the following questions:

Ql : "Is JP the president of France ?’
Q~: "Is JP the president of KMart .e,

represented by the following equations to be matched
against the above KB:

JP == { president(of => france) 
JP == {president(of=>kmart) }

The question Qi is answered with
"No, but in the past, he was the president of France"

because: for the temporal intervM "nov#, the property
in Qi and the property in KB holding of JP are incon-
sistent, as revealed by the result of the meet operation
on the respective properties:
president(of => france) f] not president(of => france) = 
and because the property in Qi is entailed by a property
that holds of 3P for the temporal interval "pasf’:

president(of => france) E president(of => france) 

The question Q9 is answered with
"I don’t knou?’

because while the " Yes" answer is consistent with the
current KB, it is not entailed by it:

president(of => kmart) Iq not president(of => france) -=
president(of => kmart)
I-1

[ notpresident, president(of => not france) ] 
[president(of => k.~art) ] # 
Similarly, the above KB correctly does not preclude a
possibility that in the future, JP may become the presi-
dent of France again.
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9 Natural Language for Learning and

Knowledge Acquisition

9.1 Definite Noun Phrases Facilitate
Knowledge Acquisition

Definite noun phrases are natural language constructs
that facilitate acquisition of taxonomic knowledge
[Iwafiska and Kruger, 1996]. Definite noun phrases start
with the determiner "the". In the following short text,

"A dog was found in our backyard. The animal was
dirty, but happy. "
there is one definite noun phrase "the dog"; it is a re-
ferring definite noun phrase- its antecedent, "a dog", is
explicit in th.e text.

A subset of referring definite noun phrases, we call
them indirectly referring, constitutes learning opportu-
nities. Computation of the resolvents of the indirectly
referring noun phrases is nontrivial. It often involves a
multiple-step reasoning process or an assumption of the
existing apriori knowledge.

For example, understanding the coreference relation
between "a dog" and "the animal" may require an apri-
ori knowledge that "dogs" are "animals", i.e., under-
standing the relation, in this case ’set/superset’ rela-
tion, between the concepts of "dog" and "animal"; un-
derstanding the coreference relation between the expres-
sions "CNN’s Capital Gang" and "the show" may involve
a three-step inference:

1. "CNN is a network";

2. "Networks have shows";

3. "Capital Gang is a show".

We characterize both of these cases as indirectly referring
noun phrases.

If one cannot make such a multi-step reasoning con-
nection or if one does not have such an apriori knowl-
edge, then texts containing such indirectly referring def-
inite noun phrases are learning opportunities. One may
assume that a text is coherent and on order to support
this assumption, one may further assume that it contains
unknown relations and decide to learn it.

If one does not know that "dogs" are "animals", i.e.,
if one’s knowledge is incomplete with respect to the rela-
tion between the type "dog" and the type "animal", then
the reference "the animal" to an individual characterized
as "a dog" allows one to acquire this relation.

If one never heard of "Capital Gang", then the refer-
ence "the show" allows one to acquire knowledge that the
entity "CNN’s Capital Gang" is an instance of the type
"show"; one may additionally make a plausible assump-
tion that other entities of the same type as the entity
"CNN’, network, are in some relation with the entities
of the type "show".

If one doesn’t know anything about dinosaurs, then
when presented with the following text

"A velociraptor was found in our backyard. The di-
nosaur was dirty, but happy."

is most likely not going to say "This is ineoherenf’; she
or he is more likely to conclude that her or his knowl-
edge is incomplete and that there are things of the types
"dinosaur" and "velociraptor" and that there is some, as
of yet unknown relationship between the two types.

9.2 Hypothesis Space: Representation,
Searching

The essence of learning is a mechanism of forming and re-
vising hypotheses, searching hypothesis space and deal-
ing with incomplete and partial knowledge.

9.2.1 "Positive" And "Negative" Knowledge

Natural language utterances allow one to represent
learned knowledge, individual facts and generally true
facts, that constitutes positive and negative examples.
Disjunction allows one to express possible choices or out-
comes, negation allows one to rule them out. Negation
also allows one to state exceptions to general rules as
welt as correct false hypotheses. "Positive" knowledge,
knowing what something is, and "negative" knowledge,
knowing what something is not, are both important as-
pects of knowledge that equally contribute to learning
and knowledge gain.

9.2.2 Forming Inductive Hypotheses
Forming inductive hypotheses in natural language is

a "reverse" of understanding literal meaning. Given a
sentence that represents a current hypothesis, natural
language offers a well-defined, closely syntactically re-
lated spectrum of logically stronger, weaker or incon-
sistent sentences that are candidates for inductive hy-
potheses. These hypotheses represent inductive gener-
alizations or reflect a strategy to deal with incomplete
knowledge. The fact that the candidates for a new hy-
pothesis are closely syntactically related to the current
hypothesis has two consequences critical for a successful
learning and computational tractability:

1. Hypothesis space is greatly reduced because only
certain "syntactically" linked sentences are consid-
ered.

2. Hypothesis change is easily accomplished- if the
new hypothesis should not invalidate the current
one, then a logically stronger sentence is consid-
ered, otherwise a logically weaker sentence consis-
tent with negation of the current hypothesis is used.

Natural language offers the following to revise a current
hypothesis:

1. Replace a weaker scalar with a stronger one:

(a) From the hypothesis "Some swans are white"
to the hypothesis "Many swans are white" or
"All swans are white"

(b) From the hypothesis "He is not very brighf’ to
the hypothesis "He is stupia~’

2. Drop some disjuncts:

(a) From the hypothesis "John or Mary or Mark
did if’ to the hypothesis "John did if’
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(b) From the hypothesis "He sings or dances welt’
to the hypothesis "He dances wel~’

(c) From the hypothesis "Very many or all pattie-
ipate£’ to the hypothesis "Very many partici-
patecC’

3. Negate current hypothesis:

(a) From the hypothesis "She works very har£’ to
tile hypothesis "She doesn’t work very har~’
or to the hypothesis "She works, but not very
har£’

(b) From the hypothesis "Every swan is white" to
the hypothesis "Not every swan is white"

4. Replace complex expression with a logically
stronger shorter expression:

(a) From the hypothesis "John was late yesterday
and three times last yea?’ to the hypothesis
"John is always late"

(b) From the hypothesis "She likes roses and peo-
nias" to the hypothesis "She likes flowers"

9.3 Filling Knowledge Gaps

Some aspects of non-literal, context-dependent meaning
of natural language appear to reflect certain strategies to
cope with incomplete knowledge. The mechanics of the
quantity-based implicature [Horn, 1989] can be viewed
as a natural language version of "negation as failure"
[Clark, 1978], the most celebrated case of default rea-
soning [Reiter, 1985]. This type of default reasoning rep-
resents the strategy of relying heavily on one’s e~sting
knowledge when filling knowledge gaps

"If I don’t know it, it must be false".
Quantity-based implicature can be viewed as context-

reduced underspecifieity due to knowledge of a particu-
lar strategy of overcoming the lack of knowledge. This
context-dependent inference involves a well-defined syn-
tactically and semantically, easily computable space of
defaults. The mechanics of this type of implicature is
providing the underspecified boundary for lexically sim-
ple scalars via explicit negation. If one knows that

"Some swans are white"
then following the strategy of "negation as failure", one
assumes that

"Not all swans are white"
Natural language allows one to express it concisely as a
conjunction at the appropriate syntactic level, here at
the level of the determiner in the subject noun phrase:

"Some, but not all, swans are white"
This new sentence represents both the original sentence
and the implied sentence.
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